Deafness caused by the terminal loss of inner ear hair cells is one of the most common sensory diseases. However, nonmammalian animals (e.g., birds, amphibians, and fish) regenerate damaged hair cells. To understand better the reasons underpinning such disparities in regeneration among vertebrates, we set out to define at high resolution the changes in gene expression associated with the regeneration of hair cells in the zebrafish lateral line. We performed RNA-Seq analyses on regenerating support cells purified by FACS. The resulting expression data were subjected to pathway enrichment analyses, and the differentially expressed genes were validated in vivo via whole-mount in situ hybridizations. We discovered that cell cycle regulators are expressed hours before the activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling following hair cell death. We propose that Wnt/β-catenin signaling is not involved in regulating the onset of proliferation but governs proliferation at later stages of regeneration. In addition, and in marked contrast to mammals, our data clearly indicate that the Notch pathway is significantly down-regulated shortly after injury, thus uncovering a key difference between the zebrafish and mammalian responses to hair cell injury. Taken together, our findings lay the foundation for identifying differences in signaling pathway regulation that could be exploited as potential therapeutic targets to promote either sensory epithelium or hair cell regeneration in mammals.
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signaling pathway analysis | RNA sequencing | neuromast | Jak/Stat3 | cdkn1b H earing disorders are the most common sensory disabilities in humans and can be either inherited or acquired. Degeneration and death of sensory hair cells in the inner ear is the underlying cause of age-related, noise-, antibiotic-, or chemotherapy drug-induced hearing loss (www.nidcd.nih.gov). Such loss is permanent, because mammalian inner ear hair cells do not regenerate. The inability of mammals to restore sensory hair cells after injury is intriguing given that (i) mammalian vestibular support cells exhibit low levels of proliferation after injury; (ii) cochlear support cells of newborn mice are able to proliferate subsequent to hair cell death in cell culture (1) ; and (iii) other vertebrates such as birds, amphibians, and fish replace their sensory hair cells continuously and, importantly, are capable of regenerating hair cells after damage (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
Work in birds has shed light on the mechanisms regulating sensory hair cell regeneration in vertebrates (2, 4, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . For instance, during sensory hair cell regeneration in the chick, the majority of hair cells arise by proliferation of neighboring support cells (19) . Given that mammalian support cells do not respond to hair cell death by proliferating, molecular studies in chick have focused on identifying the mitogenic signals as well as the target genes that induce re-entering of the cell cycle in support cells (11, (20) (21) (22) . For example, the transcription factors Atoh1 and Sox2 and the Wnt/β-catenin and Notch pathways have been shown to play crucial roles (23) , and gene-expression analyses using microarrays have identified hundreds of genes involved in chick hair cell regeneration (18, 24) .
The Wnt/β-catenin pathway is used repeatedly during hair cell development, and recent studies have emphasized the importance of Wnt/β-catenin signaling in modulating the proliferation of support cells. For example, activated β-catenin causes proliferation in dissociated chicken utricular epithelia and ectopic expression of hair cell differentiation in the chicken basilar papilla (17, 25) . Likewise, during mouse cochlear development Wnt/β-catenin signaling activates proliferation of support cells and is required subsequently for their differentiation into hair cells (3, (26) (27) (28) (29) .
Perturbing the signaling pathways known to be activated during chick inner ear regeneration therefore may provide an opportunity to modulate regenerative capacities in the mammalian inner ear. For instance, it has been shown recently that down-regulation of Notch signaling in adult mice after injury induces the transdifferentiation of support cells into hair cells and can partially restore hearing (30) . However, this manipulation causes the loss of support cells, and the implications of this loss for long-term hearing restoration are unknown.
Significant progress has been made in the study of sensory hair regeneration. However, in part because of the complexity of spatial and temporal gene interactions and signaling dynamics, our knowledge still is too incomplete to enable us to promote the generation of a functional epithelium after injury in mammals. The zebrafish lateral line provides an experimentally accessible system to define the complex signaling events triggered by injury and regeneration, because these cells can be killed acutely and then regenerate rapidly (31) . These characteristics allow the detection of changes in gene expression at defined time points following hair cell death.
Significance
Deafness is caused largely by the death of sensory hair cells in the inner ear. In contrast to nonmammalian vertebrates, human hair cells do not regenerate. Understanding the mechanisms that regulate hair cell regeneration in zebrafish may shed light on the factors that prevent hair cell regeneration in mammals. RNA-Seq analysis of regenerating sensory organs uncovered dynamic changes in the expression of signaling pathways during zebrafish hair cell regeneration. Unexpectedly, the Wnt/β-catenin, Notch, and Fgf pathways are downregulated following hair cell death, whereas the Jak1/Stat3 pathway and cell cycle are activated. We propose that mimicking the zebrafish activation status of a combination of pathways at the correct time points in mammals may improve the chances of triggering regeneration of functional hair cells.
Zebrafish and the majority of all other aquatic vertebrates possess hair cells not only in their vestibular system in the ear but also in their skin. These hair cells are part of the sensory lateral line system. The lateral line system senses water motion and initiates the appropriate behavioral response for capturing prey, avoiding predators, and schooling. The morphology and function of sensory hair cells are evolutionarily conserved from fish to mammals (32, 33) . Lateral line hair cells are located in the center of a mechanosensory organ known as the neuromast and are surrounded by inner support cells and an outer ring of mantle cells. Importantly, despite the unusual location of the hair cells on the trunk, lateral line and ear hair cells develop and differentiate by similar developmental mechanisms. For example, mutations in genes causing deafness in humans also disrupt hair cell function in the zebrafish lateral line and vestibular system (34) . Because of its genetic tractability and the accessibility of sensory organs to experimental manipulation and visualization, the zebrafish recently has been recognized as an excellent model for discovering and functionally characterizing genes crucial for hair cell development and regeneration (16, 19, 35, 36) .
In zebrafish hair cell regeneration occurs via the proliferation and differentiation of inner support cells (5, 6, 9, 37, 38) , but detailed lineage analyses have not yet been performed, and the stem cell population has not been identified. Mantle cells are good stem cell candidates, because they migrate to form neuromasts on regenerating tail tips and also form postembryonic neuromasts by a process called "stitching." However, after chemical ablation of hair cells by antibiotic treatment, mantle cells proliferate much less frequently than inner support cells (9) . Possibly, mantle cells replenish inner support cells that then differentiate into hair cells. Mantle cells have not been shown to differentiate directly into hair cells (37, 38) . Therefore, both mantle and inner support cells seem to be involved in reestablishing proper neuromast morphology after hair cell death.
To identify the activation status of signaling pathways during the first few hours of regeneration, we performed RNA-Seq gene expression analyses of zebrafish mantle and inner support cells isolated by FACS. We discovered that the Notch pathway is transiently down-regulated immediately after hair cell death; to our knowledge, this down-regulation has not been previously reported in other studies of regenerating species. Our studies also demonstrate that Wnt/β-catenin signaling is not among the earliest pathways to respond to hair cell death but instead is upregulated relatively late during the regenerative response. These results suggest that Wnt/β-catenin signaling does not trigger proliferation by down-regulating cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors immediately after hair cell death but rather regulates proliferation at later stages of regeneration. Our findings have defined the temporal regulation of key signaling pathways associated with the early stages of hair cell regeneration and suggest that the successful initiation of mammalian hair cell regeneration, either in vivo or in vitro, might require precise temporal manipulation of these pathways.
Results
Isolation of Mantle and Inner Support Cells by FACS. To identify changes in gene expression in mantle and inner support cells after hair cell death, we isolated GFP + cells from regenerating and control Tg(sqET20) transgenic zebrafish via FACS ( Fig. 1 A  and B) (39) . Tg(sqET20) larvae express GFP strongly in mantle cells and to a lesser degree in inner support cells (Fig. 1B) . Hair cells are GFP − and therefore are excluded from the GFP + population. We isolated GFP − and GFP + cells from Tg(sqET20) control larvae at 5 days postfertilization (dpf) and from neomycin-treated larvae at 1, 3, and 5 h after neomycin treatment. Larvae were dissociated into a single-cell suspension in a trypsin solution and stained with 7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) and Hoechst 33342 to exclude dead cells and cell debris (Fig. 1C) (Fig. 1D) . The sorting yielded highly GFP + -enriched cell populations, as demonstrated by a postsort reanalysis of the collected cells ( Fig. 1 E and F) . GFP + -sorted cells showed 94.4 ± 1.3% enrichment (n = 7). To confirm that GFP + cells are lateral line cells, we performed immunostaining with an antibody against the support cell marker Sox2 that labels inner support cells as well as some mantle cells (Fig. 1G and Fig. S1 ) (40) . Counts of Sox2
+ FACS-purified cells revealed that 95% of GFP + cells but only 6.6% of GFP − cells were positive for Sox2 (Fig. 1H) . Additionally, we performed RT-PCR for genes highly expressed in neuromast cell types and with limited expression in other tissues. RT-PCR for gfp, eya1, klf4b, and cldnb showed that these genes are expressed at significantly higher levels in GFP + than in GFP − cells (Fig. S2 A-D) . In contrast, genes expressed in tissues outside the lateral line system, such as rhodopsin (rho, eye), villin1 (vil1, gut), and myod1 (muscle), are expressed at much lower levels in GFP + cells (Fig. S2 E-G) . In Tg(sqET20) larvae, mantle cells express GFP most strongly, but inner support cells respond more robustly to hair cell death by proliferating (5, 6) . Because Tg(sqET20) larvae show weaker GFP expression in inner support cells, we were concerned that our cell sorts would exclude inner support cells. However, RT-PCR with inner support cell markers such as klf4b showed that inner support cells were included in the GFP + cell populations (Fig. S2C) . Combined, these studies demonstrated that our FACS protocol yielded a highly enriched pool of lateral line cells containing mantle and inner support cells but not hair cells.
To investigate the temporal activation or repression of individual genes and signaling pathways in GFP + mantle and inner support cells during the first few hours of regeneration, we examined GFP + and GFP − cells at 1, 3, and 5 h after a 30-min treatment with neomycin ( Fig. 1I) . Sorts for each time point were performed in triplicate and subjected to RNA-Seq analysis. Bactericidal antibiotics cause oxidative stress in mammalian cells, leading us to speculate that sublethal concentrations of neomycin may cause changes in gene expression unrelated to hair cell death (41) . To control for this nonspecific effect, we examined gene expression in GFP − cells in the presence or absence of neomycin (Fig. 1J ). Although this population includes all larval nonlateral cells, it allows us to control for a nonspecific neomycin effect when comparing GFP + cells from treated and control larvae.
Analysis of the RNA-Seq Results. Sequencing libraries were prepared from mRNAs of collected cells and were quality checked on a Bioanalyzer. We performed 50-bp single-end RNA-Seq using the Illumina platform. To test the enrichment of lateral line genes further, we examined the fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) values for known lateral line genes and for genes expressed in other tissues ( + than in the GFP − cells, confirming that inner support cells were included in our FACS sorts. This enrichment of lateral line genes is supported by the information in Dataset S1, in which neuromast-specific genes were identified by comparing the expression profiles of untreated GFP + and GFP − cells. In addition to known lateral line genes, the resulting lists of differentially expressed genes provide a valuable resource of as yet uncharacterized genes that potentially could play important roles in hair cell development and/or regeneration ( Fig. 1K and Dataset S1). The number of genes enriched in GFP + cells relative to GFP − controls at an adjusted p-value ≤0.05 is 1,670 (SI Materials and Methods and Dataset S1). This dataset also contains many of the genes reported in the dataset of Steiner et al. (42) , who identified mantle cell-specific genes using a different transgenic line (see below).
Gene Identification for Each Time Point. To identify genes from transcripts specifically enriched or depleted in GFP + mantle and inner support cells after hair cell death, we created several comparisons between the RNA-Seq datasets. Ratios of gene expression were created between the neomycin-treated GFP + cells at 1, 3, and 5 h and the nontreated GFP + cells at 1 h to identify genes responding to hair cell death (Fig. 1I) . To control for a nonspecific neomycin response, a similar set of ratios was created between the neomycin-treated GFP − cells at each time point and the untreated GFP − cells at 1 h (Fig. 1J ). The neomycininduced genes were subtracted from all gene lists generated with GFP + cells. We then used ratios and P values between datasets to select genes of interest at any given time point (SI Materials and Methods and Dataset S2). Genes identified by these criteria are marked with a numeric flag with positive numbers indicating upregulated and negative numbers indicating down-regulated genes. The numeric value indicates the time point at which a gene is up-or down-regulated (Dataset S2, flagged column). A principal component analysis of the biological replicates of GFP − and GFP + cell populations at the three different time points demonstrates that GFP + cells are very different from GFP − cells. In addition, cell sorts performed in triplicate for each time point are highly reproducible (Fig. S4 ).
To define a set of the top 100 up-and down-regulated genes to use as candidates for validation, we ranked 193 up-regulated and 200 down-regulated significant (flagged) genes from the 1-h dataset as a function of the ratio and general abundance (SI Materials and Methods and Table S1 ). We validated the RNASeq results by performing in situ hybridizations with 28 up-regulated and 21 down-regulated genes selected from the top 100 gene list in larvae 1 h after neomycin treatment (Table S2 ). All 28 upregulated genes are expressed in the lateral line, and 20 of these genes show up-regulation by in situ hybridization after neomycin treatment. Of the 21 down-regulated genes, 19 are expressed in the lateral line, and 12 genes are detectably down-regulated by in situ hybridization (Fig. 2 and Table S2 ). These experiments demonstrated that the FACS sorting followed by RNA-Seq analysis produced high-quality results that enable us to study hair cell regeneration in zebrafish in detail.
Pathway Analysis at 1, 3, and 5 h After Hair Cell Death. The Wnt/ β-catenin, Notch, Jak/Stat, Bmp, and Fgf pathways are important for hair cell development as well as for the regeneration of hair cells in fish and chick epithelia (15, 23, 43) . Our understanding of which pathways act upstream and how these pathways affect each other is still very limited. We performed a temporal expression analysis at 1, 3, and 5 h after hair cell death to determine when particular pathways are activated or inhibited; this temporal information provides clues into how they might interact with each other. We also aimed to identify other signaling pathways and record any dynamic changes in their behavior that could indicate how they integrate with the Notch and Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathways. To identify enriched pathways in our datasets, we used the signaling pathway impact analysis (SPIA) package in Table S3 . Automated pathway annotation is powerful but subject to caveats, because genes can be annotated to function in several pathways, some of which might not be active in the lateral line. In addition, in the KEGG database, the Wnt pathway encompasses the canonical Wnt/β-catenin, the PCP, and the Wnt-regulated calcium pathways, potentially providing erroneous status assignment of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway. We therefore tested the SPIA analysis by in situ hybridization experiments with pathway members at various time points of regeneration (see below and Figs. [3] [4] [5] . For improved visualization we generated heat maps of log2 ratio values of KEGG pathway members. We show only the genes that were flagged in our analysis and reported to be expressed in the lateral line by the zebrafish information network (www.zfin.org) or prior reports (46, 47) .
The Wnt/β-Catenin Pathway Is Not Activated During Early Stages of Lateral Line Hair Cell Regeneration. The analysis of hair cell regeneration in a Tg(sqEt20;sqEt4) double-transgenic larva allows us to draw comparisons between gene expression and cellular changes at particular time points (Fig. 3A) (39) . At 1 h after neomycin treatment almost all hair cells have been eliminated. Two hair cells remain that were too immature to be killed by neomycin. Proliferation of inner support cells begins within the first 2 h of regeneration (37) . At 5 h two newly differentiating hair cells start to express GFP ( Fig. 3A; arrows) , and by 12 h after neomycin treatment six hair cells are present.
Wnt/β-catenin signaling is required for proliferation in developing and regenerating neuromasts (26, 48) . Unexpectedly, the SPIA pathway analysis suggested that the Wnt/β-catenin pathway is inactive at 1 h after hair cell death (Table S3) . To investigate this finding in more detail, we performed in situ hybridization experiments with Wnt/β-catenin pathway genes in untreated and treated larvae at various time points after hair cell death. Our analysis showed that Wnt/β-catenin signaling is not active in 5-dpf untreated control neuromasts. The ligand wnt10a is not expressed in 5-dpf control neuromasts, and we failed to detect any expression of dgfp in the Tg(Tcf/Lef-miniP:dGFP) Wnt/β-catenin reporter line (Fig. 3B) (49) . Even though Wnt/ β-catenin signaling is inactive, the β-catenin cotranscription factor tcf7l2 (tcf4) is expressed. Likewise, the Wnt receptors fzd7b and 8a are present, although whether they act as receptors for canonical or noncanonical Wnt signaling in neuromasts is unknown (Fig. 3B) (50, 51) .
At 1 h after neomycin treatment tcf7l2 (tcf4), frz7b, and fzd8a are drastically down-regulated, and, along with wnt10a, their expression in the Wnt/β-catenin Tg(Tcf/Lef-miniP:dGFP) reporter line remains low or undetectable. At 3 h after neomycin treatment wnt10a, tcf7l2 (tcf4) and fzd7b, and fzd8a are up-regulated, leading to Wnt/β-catenin pathway activation at 12 h as demonstrated by dgfp expression in the Tg(Tcf/Lef-miniP:dGFP) reporter line (Fig.  3B) . The activation status of other Wnt/β-catenin pathway genes at the different time points is shown in Fig. 3C . Genes that change expression in the GFP − cells represent neomycin-induced genes. Our analyses reveal that Wnt/β-catenin signaling is a lateresponding pathway and does not play a role in the initiation of regeneration.
The Notch Pathway Is Inhibited 1 h After Neomycin Treatment. The Notch pathway is of particular interest because experimental down-regulation of Notch induces transdifferentiation of mammalian support cells into hair cells (30, (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) . In contrast to previous reports in zebrafish and chicken (9, 13), our SPIA pathway analysis suggested that the Notch pathway is inhibited immediately after hair cell death because of simultaneous upregulation of numb (Fig. 4 A and B) . Numb inhibits Notch activity by regulating postendocytic sorting events and degradation of the Notch receptor and thereby regulates neural stem cell homeostasis (58, 59) . However, because Numb is a multifunctional membrane-associated protein with additional functions independent of the regulation of Notch signaling, we tested if the Notch pathway is indeed down-regulated by in situ hybridization of Notch pathway members. Our analysis of the Notch target genes her4.1 and notch3 confirms that Notch signaling is attenuated immediately 1 h after neomycin treatment and is accompanied by down-regulation of sox2 (Fig. 4 A and B) and up-regulation of atoh1a (Fig. 4 A and B) . The atoh1a target deltaD (dld) is upregulated between 3-5 h after neomycin treatment, reflecting the appearance of hair cell precursors (Fig. 4 A and B) (60) . Notch signaling must be reinitiated for proper fate specification into hair and support cells and proper organ size control (9, 60) . Accordingly, between 3 and 5 h after neomycin treatment (Fig. 4  A and B) , we observed renewed activation of the Notch target genes her4.1, notch3, and sox2 that likely is caused by the upregulation of dld (60) .
We postulate that down-regulation of Notch signaling is a characteristic event during hair cell regeneration in zebrafish. In contrast to zebrafish, the Notch target genes are decreased only modestly, and Notch signaling is still active, in hair cell-depleted neonatal mouse cochleae and 3-to 4-wk-old mouse utricles (55, 56, 61) . Therefore we hypothesize that the failure of transient Notch down-regulation in mammals could be one of the reasons that mammalian hair cells do not regenerate spontaneously after injury.
Fgf Signaling Is Down-Regulated Immediately After Hair Cell Death.
The Fgf pathway initiates dld and subsequently Notch signaling in the mouse cochlea, chicken inner ear, and zebrafish lateral line neuromasts (23, 60) . Both pathways are active in 5-dpf untreated neuromasts (Fig. 4 A and C and Fig. S5D ). Identically to Notch pathway members, fgf3 and its transcriptional target pea3 are turned off 1 h after neomycin treatment. However, the Notch target her4.1 is reactivated at 3 h, whereas pea3 is not transcribed until 5 h (Fig. 4 A and C) . Therefore, it is possible that Notch signaling does not depend on Fgf signaling during regeneration; however, this hypothesis needs to be tested. The rapid downregulation of Fgf signaling is in accordance with findings in chicken sensory epithelia, in which Fgfr3 is highly expressed in support cells but is down-regulated rapidly after hair cell death (62) . Additionally, in the chicken down-regulation of Fgf signaling is required for regeneration to occur, because the addition of Fgf inhibits support cell division after damage (63) .
The Cell Cycle Exit Genes cdkn1b, cdkn1c, and rbl2 Are DownRegulated at 1 h After Hair Cell Death. The failure to down-regulate cell cycle exit regulators is one of the reasons mammalian support cells do not proliferate in response to hair cell death (10, 12, 64, 65) . Determining the earliest changes in the expression of cell cycle regulators and mapping correlating changes in signaling pathway activations will aid in identifying candidate pathways involved in cell cycle reentry. We detected the earliest changes in cell cycle genes at 1 h after neomycin treatment. The cyclindependent kinase (cdk) inhibitors cdkn1b (p27/kip1) and cdkn1c (p57/kip2), as well as the pocket domain-containing rbl2, are down-regulated 1 h after neomycin treatment and are not upregulated again until 5-10 h after neomycin treatment (Fig. 4 D  and E) . Time-lapse analyses revealed that support cells enter the cell cycle 1-5 h after neomycin treatment (37), likely as a consequence of the down-regulation of the cdk inhibitors at 1 h after neomycin treatment. Because we did not observe any signs of Wnt/β-catenin signaling activation, we conclude that Wnt/β-catenin signaling is not required for the reentry of support cells into the cell cycle immediately after hair cell death. In contrast, downregulation of Notch and Fgf signaling correlates with the downregulation of cdk inhibitors. It is possible that active Notch or Fgf signaling induces cdk inhibitors, causing cells to exit the cell cycle or become quiescent (66) . However, manipulation of Notch signaling does not affect the cell cycle in chick or murine inner ears (13, 30) , suggesting that signaling pathways other than Wnt/β-catenin and Notch are involved in triggering or inhibiting proliferation.
The Jak1/Stat3 Pathway Is Up-Regulated Immediately After Neomycin Treatment. The Jak1/Stat3 pathway regulates a plethora of cellular processes, such as cell proliferation, cell differentiation, and cell survival (67, 68) . The Jak1/Stat3 pathway is up-regulated during zebrafish inner ear regeneration and is required for proliferation of cardiomyocytes during zebrafish heart regeneration (36, 69) . Likewise, in zebrafish lateral line regeneration stat3 is up-regulated immediately, 1 h after neomycin treatment, as evidenced by in situ hybridization (Fig. 5A and Fig. S5A ). Other Jak1/Stat3 pathway members that are highly up-regulated are jak1, interleukin 6 signal transducer (il6st), the stat inhibitor and target gene suppressor of cytokine signaling (socs3b), and the ligand interleukin 11b (il11b) ( Fig.  2A and Fig. S5A ). In zebrafish heart regeneration, the proliferation of cardiomyocytes is regulated by the Jak1/Stat3 downstream target relaxin 3a (rln3a). rln3a also is highly up-regulated in GFP + cells 3 h after neomycin treatment (Fig. S5A) (69) . Possibly, Jak1/Stat3 signaling regulates proliferation in support cells in the first few hours after hair cell death, whereas Wnt/β-catenin signaling is required for proliferation during later stages of regeneration.
Another signaling pathway that is modulated during zebrafish hair cell regeneration and that might interact with the pathways described above is the Bmp pathway. Bmp signaling influences hair cell differentiation during chicken and mouse inner ear development (70) (71) (72) (73) . During zebrafish hair cell regeneration, bmp5 is up-regulated between 1 and 5 h after hair cell death ( Fig.  5B and Fig. S5B ), whereas the BMP inhibitor noggin 3 (nog3) is not down-regulated until 5 h after hair cell death (Fig. S5B) . Because ligand expression by itself is not a reliable indicator for signaling pathway activation, future studies will need to determine how the activation status of Bmp signaling is affected by bmp5 and nog3.
Other pathways that respond to zebrafish lateral line hair cell death are the Mapk (Fig. S5 C and D) , TNF-α, (Fig. S5E) , insulin (Fig. S5F) , and apoptosis signaling (Fig. S5G ) pathways and nitric oxide (NO) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Fig. S5H) , some of which increase proliferation in undamaged chicken vestibular support cells (74) . For example, we observed up-regulation of nox1, noxo1a, and noxa1 ( Fig. S5H and Dataset S2). NO is a radical that regulates a wide variety of physiological processes and is important during liver regeneration (75) .
We summarized the activation status of some of the major signaling pathways based on the in situ hybridization patterns of pathway members in Fig. 5C . The Wnt/β-catenin pathway is not active in homeostatic or newly regenerating neuromasts, and the Notch and Fgf pathways are down-regulated during the first few hours of regeneration. The Wnt/β-catenin and Notch pathways seem to play a role only during later stages of regeneration. The cell cycle is activated immediately, possibly via cytokine stimulation of the Jak1/Stat3 pathway.
Independent Microarray Studies Support the Differential Expression
of Genes Not Associated with Key Signaling Pathways. An independent expression analysis performed by Steiner et al. and reported in this issue (42) , used a transgenic line with an alkaline phosphatase enhancer [Tg(-4.7alp:mCherry)] instead of the Tg(sqET20) line we used to isolate mantle cells by FACS analysis. We compared our respective datasets to determine how similar the data are. We first analyzed the overlap of genes enriched in untreated mantle/lateral line cells in both studies. The obtained results are a clear indicator of how similar the sorted cell populations in the two studies are. We chose the top 1,000 upregulated genes from our Dataset S1 by p-value and then examined how many of these genes also are among the top 1,000 genes identified by Steiner et al. (dataset S1 in ref. 42) . If the datasets were independent and unrelated, we would expect 53 genes to overlap by chance. We identified 201 common genes with a p-value of 3.9e-107, demonstrating that our two datasets are significantly related. All six mantle cell-specific genes identified by Steiner et al. (42) also show enrichment in our untreated GFP + cell population (Table S4A , blue rows). Ten of the 26 top upand down-regulated genes that we validated by in situ hybridization after hair cell loss (Table S2) (Table S4B , blue rows) (42) . Several of the genes that were not present in the Steiner dataset are expressed more highly by in situ hybridization in inner support cells than in mantle cells, reflecting the nature of the transgenic lines used and the type of cells purified. Nine of the 14 genes that Steiner et al. identified by microarray analysis, by RT-PCR, or by in situ hybridization (42) also showed the same trend in expression changes in our RNA-Seq analysis (Table S4C , blue rows).
The overlap between a subset of our data and that of Steiner et al. (42), combined with the identification and corresponding validation of genes in our study, strongly indicates that the two lines of investigation are complementary, with most of the targets identified by Steiner et al. (42) found in the mantle cells and the majority of genes identified in our study expressed primarily in the inner support cells. As such, our respective studies both validate each other and help resolve the cell-type specificity of the revealed differential gene expressions.
Discussion
Several studies have aimed to induce mammalian hair cell regeneration by inactivating or activating candidate genes and pathways. Knockdown of the cell cycle exit regulators Cdkn1b (p27/Kip1), p19/Ink4d, and pRb led to the initiation of cell cycle reentry and the differentiation of hair cells in injured epithelia in mice (20, 21, 64, 76, 77) . Unfortunately, these ectopic hair cells cannot be maintained and eventually apoptose. Because direct manipulation of cell cycle regulators has not been successful in reconstituting a fully functional sensory epithelium in mammals, it is important to identify the mitogens that activate cell cycle entry in regenerating organisms. It is plausible that manipulations of upstream signaling events are a more promising avenue to regenerate mammalian hair cells.
More recently, in mice the down-regulation of Notch signaling caused transdifferentiation of support cells into functional hair cells without inducing proliferation (30) . However, the number of regenerated hair cells was modest, and it is unclear if the accompanied depletion of support cells affects the function of the partially regenerated sensory epithelium in the long term. Although these efforts have not resulted in the regeneration of a fully functional, morphologically normal epithelium, they clearly demonstrate that the mammalian cells of the inner ear can be manipulated and coaxed away from their terminally differentiated state.
Knowledge gained from studying the development of hair cells has demonstrated that the underlying molecular mechanisms are complex, with a multitude of interacting signaling pathways and feedback loops that ensure that an unspecified progenitor cell transitions to a prosensory cell that ultimately differentiates into a functional sensory cell. We also have learned that signaling pathways are activated and inhibited repeatedly as hair cell progenitors are specified and differentiate, further complicating their experimental manipulation. Hence, a global up-or downregulation of a particular pathway is unlikely to lead to fully functional sensory epithelia.
We hypothesize that the regeneration of a complete sensory epithelium will require the manipulation of several pathways in the correct order. However, the model systems currently used to study the regeneration of sensory epithelia present unique obstacles. For example, in chicken, antibiotic-induced hair cell death occurs over a 24-h period, and the proliferation of support cells and differentiation of hair cells occurs 1-4 wk after injury (19) . This long time frame makes it difficult to determine the precise time point when pathways are turned on and off, because support cells will be in different stages of regeneration. Likewise, a previous expression study of the regenerating zebrafish ear was performed 24 h after the larvae were exposed to noise that does not cause death simultaneously in all hair cells (36) . Further adding to the complexity, genes are used repeatedly during hair cell development and can turn from an activator into a repressor (23) . We have selected the zebrafish lateral line tissue to elucidate the gene-expression patterns triggered by hair cell death. The zebrafish lateral line is particularly well suited for these analyses, because all hair cells can be killed acutely within 30 min, and regeneration occurs within 24 h (Fig. 3A) , allowing us to determine the earliest signals and responses in support cells after hair cell death.
Wnt/β-Catenin Signaling Is Not Detected Early in Lateral Line Hair Cell Regeneration. Our analyses focused on pathways involved in hair cell development as they might be reused during regeneration (15, 23, 43, 78, 79) . For example, Wnt/β-catenin signaling is crucial for the development of many organs across the animal kingdom (80) . During sensory development, Wnt/β-catenin signaling governs the proliferation of unspecified progenitor cells, renders them competent to acquire a neural cell fate, and subsequently is involved in the differentiation of these postmitotic prosensory cells (3, 23, 81) . Wnt/β-catenin signaling also is involved in regeneration. Wnt/β-catenin signaling controls stem cell maintenance, quiescence, and proliferation during mammalian epithelial hair cell, zebrafish fin, mammalian intestine, hydra head, and planarian regeneration (82) (83) (84) (85) (86) . Importantly, Wnt/β-catenin also is crucial for regulating proliferation in developing and regenerating zebrafish neuromasts (26, 48) .
In the mouse cochlea, ectopic Wnt/β-catenin signaling promotes proliferation of Lgr5
+ support cells via the down-regulation of Cdkn1c (p27/Kip1); however, this effect diminishes as the animals mature (3, 20, 28, 81, 87) . Because Wnt/β-catenin signaling is down-regulated in the mammalian cochlea after birth, it was hypothesized that the absence of Wnt/β-catenin signaling is responsible for the inability of support cells to proliferate in response to hair cell death (3, 28, 29, 65) . Therefore, recent studies have focused on up-regulating the Wnt/β-catenin pathway in uninjured cochleae with the expectation of coaxing mammalian support cells into proliferating and producing hair cells (3, 17, 28, 29, 81) . These experiments indeed yielded additional hair cells, but the epithelium was disorganized.
Surprisingly, our data demonstrate that in zebrafish, as in adult mice cochleae, Wnt/β-catenin signaling is inactive in homeostatic neuromasts and is up-regulated only at 12 h after neomycin treatment. Therefore Wnt/β-catenin signaling is unlikely to play a role in the initial triggering of the regenerative response in zebrafish, even though it is sufficient and necessary to induce proliferation during later stages of regeneration, for example by inhibiting Cdkn1b (p27/Kip1) and regulating dyclinD1 (3, 27, 87) .
Notch Signaling Is Down-Regulated Early in Lateral Line Hair Cell
Regeneration. A growing number of studies have explored how the manipulation of Notch signaling could aid in regenerating mammalian hair cells. It is well established that the inhibition of Notch signaling causes an increase in the number of hair cells in uninjured and injured chicken, guinea pig, and mouse utricles and cochleae and in injured zebrafish ears and lateral line neuromasts (52, 53, (55) (56) (57) 88) . The presence of Notch is detrimental to hair cell differentiation, because it blocks the proneural gene atoh1a and thereby maintains support cells (9, 13, 65, 89, 90) . The ability of support cells to transdifferentiate into hair cells after down-regulation of Notch signaling was exploited recently to restore a modest amount of hair cells in the injured adult mouse cochlea that led to some promising functional recovery of hearing (30) . This experimental down-regulation of Notch signaling recapitulates our observations during zebrafish lateral line hair cell regeneration. In zebrafish, Notch signaling is transiently down-regulated 1 h after hair cell death, correlating with the attenuation of sox2 and up-regulation of atoh1a. The interactions between Notch signaling, sox2, and atoh1a have not yet been tested in the zebrafish lateral line; however, because of their behavior during regeneration, it is very likely that their regulation is similar to that occuring during mouse, Xenopus, and zebrafish central nervous system or sensory organ development (23, 52, 61, (91) (92) (93) . During murine ear development Sox2 expression depends on Notch signaling and is required for the acquisition of neural potential in the prosensory epithelium (52) . Subsequently, for neurogenesis to proceed, Sox2 is shut off via the accumulation of proneural genes, such as Atoh (93) (94) (95) (96) (97) . In contrast, Sox2 is maintained in Notch + support cells, where it inhibits hair cell differentiation by inhibiting the proneural basic helix-loop-helix gene Atoh1a (91) .
It is plausible that the down-regulation of Notch signaling in neuromasts is required during the earliest stages of hair cell regeneration to down-regulate sox2 in support cells, allowing these cells to acquire a proneural character via the up-regulation of atoh1a. Because Notch signaling needs to be reinitiated for fate specification of hair and support cells and control of organ size (9, 60) , the Notch target genes her4.1, notch3, and sox2 are again upregulated between 3 and 5 h after neomycin treatment (Fig. 4 A  and B) . These genes likely are activated by the up-regulation of dld (60) . Therefore, we hypothesize that the orchestration of genes downstream of Notch signaling appears to be the same during zebrafish hair cell development and regeneration.
It has not been appreciated previously that the down-regulation of Notch signaling could be a hallmark of spontaneously regenerating sensory epithelia, because it was reported that the Notch signaling pathway is up-regulated in response to hair cell death in chicken, guinea pigs, and zebrafish (9, 88, 98) . However, these expression analyses were performed at later time points during the regeneration process, when Notch signaling is required once again for hair cell versus support cell specification to occur. We also observed that zebrafish Notch target genes are reexpressed at 3 h after hair cell death (Fig. 4A) .
Because the zebrafish lateral line system allows us to kill hair cells very acutely, causing a relatively synchronized response in support cells, we were able to detect the immediate, transient down-regulation of Notch signaling after hair cell death. In the injured mammalian cochlea or utricle such drastic down-regulation of Notch target genes, such as Sox2 and several Hes and Hey genes, does not occur (55, 56) ; the absence of such down-regulation could be one of the reasons mammalian hair cells do not regenerate.
The Regulation of Notch Signaling in Combination with Mitogenic Signals May Offer Novel Therapeutic Strategies to Promote Hair
Cell Regeneration in Mammals. Our data suggest that identifying the molecules that down-regulate Notch signaling in regenerating species will be important in efforts to understand why mammals fail to regenerate injured hair cells. Our RNA-Seq analyses identified the transmembrane protein Numb as a potential candidate for inhibiting Notch signaling. Future studies should focus on the sufficiency of Numb to down-regulate Notch signaling in zebrafish and understanding Numb's temporal expression patterns during homeostasis and after injury in other regenerating species, as well as in mice. Numb could open a new therapeutic avenue for manipulating Notch signaling in mammals and facilitating successful regeneration of hair cells in mammals.
Even though down-regulation of Notch signaling induced differentiation of new hair cells in mammals, these hair cells developed via transdifferentiation of support cells into hair cells, leading to the depletion of support cells (30) . The down-regulation of Notch was not sufficient to induce support cell proliferation as observed in spontaneously regenerating species. Zebrafish regenerate hair cells mainly or exclusively by proliferation of support cells, and regenerating chicken hair cells arise via transdifferentiation, as well as proliferation (19) . In zebrafish we observe that the down-regulation of Notch signaling at 1 h after neomycin treatment correlates with the down-regulation of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors cdkn1b (p27/kip1) and cdkn1c (p57/kip2) (Fig. 4 A and D) . This result suggests that Notch could be an activator of cdkn1b (p27/kip1) that keeps cells out of the cell cycle and therefore that the down-regulation of Notch signaling could be a crucial event for the onset of regeneration. Indeed in the murine inner ear, the Notch target Sox2 regulates Cdkn1b (p27/Kip1), similar to activity described in the epidermis (99, 100) but in contrast to the activity in the intestinal crypt and inner ear, where Notch inhibits Cdkn1b (p27/ Kip1) (101, 102) . In zebrafish the attenuation of Notch signaling has no effect on proliferation in uninjured sensory organs and has only a proproliferative effect on support cells after injury (9) . In chicken cochleae the proliferation rate is not increased after injury, nor does inhibition of Notch cause cell cycle reentry in mice cochleae (13, 19, 30) . Based on these findings it was concluded that Notch signaling is not required to initiate proliferation during regeneration (13) . Therefore, it is possible that Cdk inhibitors are regulated by as yet unidentified, Notchindependent signals. Possibly, Fgf signaling inhibits proliferation, as demonstrated in the chicken inner ear (63) .
Because complete regeneration of sensory epithelia in mammals requires coaxing support cells into hair cell differentiation as well as stimulating the support cells to re-enter the cell cycle and self-renew, manipulation of Notch signaling is not sufficient and needs to be married with manipulations of mitogenic signals. Furthermore, similar to our observations during zebrafish hair cell regeneration, Notch signaling must be reinitiated for the inhibition of proneural genes and specification of support cells (12, 23, 91) . A temporally restricted Notch down-regulation or a combination of Notch down-regulation with subsequent ectopic expression of support cell inducers, such as Sox2, could be fruitful.
Our efforts presented here have characterized the pattern of temporal activation of signaling pathways during zebrafish sensory hair cell regeneration. These results will aid in the design and interpretation of functional studies aimed at elucidating the gene-regulatory network underlying zebrafish hair cell regeneration and can guide experiments to trigger hair cell regeneration in mammals.
Materials and Methods
Fish Strains and Neomycin Treatment. Fish lines Tg(sqET20) and Tg(sqET4) were gifts from Vladimir Korzh (Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology, Singapore) (39) . Tg(Tcf/Lef-miniP:dGFP) was a gift from T. Ishitani (Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan) (49) . Larvae were generated by paired matings and raised in 0.5× E2 medium at 28.5°C. GFP + larvae were sorted from wildtype larvae at 48 h after fertilization under fluorescent stereoscope. For neomycin treatment, 5-dpf larvae were treated for 30 min with 300 μM neomycin (Fisher BioReagents) diluted in 0.5× E2 medium, rinsed three times, and recovered in 0.5× E2 medium at 28.5°C for the indicated time.
FACS. Two hundred 5-dpf untreated (control) or neomycin-treated Tg(sqET20) larvae were anesthetized and collected in a 2-mL tube. Then 1.5 mL cold trypsin solution (0.5 g/L; T3924; Sigma) was added and gently triturated with a 1,000-μL pipette tip for 20 min on ice. Cells then were filtered with a 70-μm cell strainer (BD Transduction Laboratories) to remove the undissociated tissue and were washed twice with cold PBS. Cells were resuspended in 2.5 mL PBS and stained with 5 μg/mL 7-AAD (BD) and 5 μg/mL Hoechst33342 (BD) on ice for 30 min. High-speed FACS was performed using a Legacy MoFlo (Beckman Coulter) equipped with 488-nm and 350-nm water-cooled lasers (Coherent). A two-gate FACS strategy was used to select only living target cells from excesses of dead cells and cellular debris of the larval cell suspensions described above. The first gate of the two-gate strategy was created on a 7-AAD versus Hoechst dot plot. It encompassed events that were negative for the membrane-impermeable 7-AAD DNA dye (7-AAD − ) and brightly positive for the membrane-permeable Hoechst DNA dye (HO + ) (Fig.  1C) 
